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Abstract— This paper presents the design and simulation of secure transmission of data using rabbit algorithm. The
rabbit algorithm is a stream cipher algorithm. Stream ciphers are an important class of symmetric encryption algorithm,
which uses the same secret key to encrypt and decrypt the data and has been designed for high performance in software
implementation. The data or the plain text in our proposed model is the binary data which is encrypted using the keys
generated by the rabbit algorithm. The rabbit algorithm is implemented and the language used to write the code is Verilog
and then is simulated using Modelsim6.4a. The software tool used is Xilinx ISE Design Suit 14.7.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In today’s world most of the communications done using electronic media. Data security plays a vitalkrole in such
communication. Hence there is a need to predict data from malicious attacks. This is achieved by cryptography.
Cryptographydis the science of secretscodes, enabling the confidentiality of communication through an in secure channel.
It protectssagainstbunauthorizedapartiesoby preventing unauthorized alterationhof use. Several encrypting algorithms
have been built to deal with data security attacks. Encryption algorithms are concernedhofntransforming readable
texts(plain text) to unreadable text(cipher text). In stream ciphers, the encryption algorithm generates a stream of bits
that are ex-or’ed with a stream of plain text bits to generate a stream of cipher texts. Traditionally, stream ciphers
use secret key to initiate the key generation method. For security functions, these key ought to be long enough (at least
128 bit) to satisfy the minimum security needs.
The rest of the paper is organized as dfollows; Section 2 gives a brief literature survey of the related work. Section
3 presents brief explanation of rabbit algorithm. Section 4cpresents proposed work and section 5 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
Few applications have been implemented using rabbit algorithm. Muhammad Anwari Leksono et.al, [1] proposed
a rabbit algorithm in e-mail application for android smart phone to secure e-mailkcontent. Rabbit algorithm was used to
encrypt and decrypt the e-mail’s content. It can be used to send, retrieve, edit, create etc., the author has chosen java
language to implement the application, as java has several free libraries that change and support the appliance. In eclipse
3.6 with android plug-in, android SDK, JDK 1.6 and JRE 16, the application is developed. Using Sony Xperia Ray with
android version 4.0.4 operating system, the application is tested. Using SMTP protocol e-mails are sent. Google mail is the
only e-mail service that is working for this application. To retrieve e-mails, IMAP protocol is used.
Ruhma Tahir et.al, [2] Proposed a mechanism used in wireless sensor network to provide confidentiality, referred
as LSRA i.e. light weight encryption mechanismmbased on rabbit stream cipher. In wireless sensornnetworks, the LSR
provides the data confidentiality needs for all security applications. The LSR was implemented to meet the goals such as
performance, security and ease of use. Two schemes were proposed, one is SymmetriccKey Cryptography (SKC) based
scheme to encrypt bulk data and another is Public Key Cryptography (PKC) to encrypt the secret key useddfor
communication. The simulator of tinyOS i.e. TOSSIM was used to test LSRA. The time taken to encrypt and decrypt 128-bits
of plain text is 39us.
Khaled Suwais et.al, [3] presented a paper on parallel model for rabbit stream cipher for multi core processor.
Improving the performance by accelerating the keystreamb generation and encryption process was his main goal. Parallel
processing can be described as the usage of multi processors for solving the computational problem, where a problem is
divided into segments and solved concurrently usingkmultiple processors. The experiment is carried on three different
platforms i.e.
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Platform_1: Intel_Pentium IV of CPU_ speed 1.93 GHz (single core).
Platforms2: Intel Dual-coresof CPU speed 2.93 GHz

(twoacores).

Platforms3: Intel core 2 quad of CPU speed 2.40 GHz (fouracores).
Khalida Shaaban Rijab et.al., [4] presented a paper for designing two special Huffman tree (SHT) and
implementing them for encodingswith an MPEG videosfile instead of standard Huffmanatree algorithm. Each SHT was
built with 89 and 100 entries respectively. One part of key stream generated by rabbit algorithm is used for encrypting
SHTs and the other part is used in insertion operation. To evaluate the performance of this algorithm, many_types of
tests_and measurements_are performed such as efficiency, compression, speed and security measurements. The primary
goal_was to get_a key which is large enough against well known attacks, save the computation_time by taking the
advantage of combining MPEG compression_and data encryption, and avoid affecting the video compression ratio.
Fikaril Akhyar et.al, [5] proposed a rabbit algorithm implementation for video on demand based on digital rights
management. The purpose was to improve the security of video data and analyze the performance to calculate the encrypt
and decrypt the processing time, avalanche effect and video quality. The video is split into frames and encryption is done
on the frames. The time taken to encrypt the video depends on the amount of frames processed.

3. RABBIT ALGORITHM
Rabbit is a synchronous stream cipher which was presented in 2003 at Fast Software Encryption (FSE) workshop
by MartindBoesgaard, MettesVesterager, Thomas Christensen and Erik Zenners[6]-[8]. Before introducing this algorithm
there_was no IV set up function, which provides additional security. The goal of this algorithms is to provide higher_
security and speed. Rabbit was designed to be faster than commonly_used ciphers. As of now, there are no cryptographical
weaknesses.
It takes 128-bit secretskey and 64-bit IV as input_and generates for each iteration an output block_of 128-bit
pseudo random bits from a combination_of internal 513 bits. The internal bits are further_divided into eight 32-bit state
variables, eight 32-bit counter_variables and one_carry bit. For an attacker who does not know the key, it is not possible to
distinguish upto 264 blocks of cipher output from the output of a truly random generator, needs to calculated2128 possible
combination of keys.
A. Key Set up Scheme
The first step in the algorithm_is to set up a key. The 128-bit key is divided into eight subakeys each of 16-bit.
Then the state variables and counter_variables are calculated from the sub keys. The system is then iterated_ four times, as
per the next state function to diminishdcorrelation between_bits in the key and internal state variables.

Fig 1. Block diagrams of rabbit algorithm
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B. IV Set up Scheme
Second step is the IV set up scheme. The IV set up scheme works by modifying_the counter state_as function of IV,
which_is done by XOR’ing the 64-bit IV on all the 256- bitseof the counter variables.
C. Next State Function
Nextastep is the next_state function; this is the core of the rabbit algorithm. It ensures the right mixture_of bits of IV
using_the values of counters_and state registers.
D. Counter System
Nextastep is the counter_system; in this the counter registers_are_updated by combining_ the current_state of all
counter_registers with a constant and carry bit value.
E. Extraction Scheme
Final step is the_Extraction scheme; in this the XOR operation is applied_on different state registersdto create
eight 16-bit key_stream registers. These key bits are then used to XOR_with the plain text_bit stream.

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system can be explained with transmitter and receiver as shown in the Fig.1 and Fig.2 respectively.
At transmitter side as shown in Fig.2, the plain text is encryptedsto generate a cipherdtext. The plain text in our
proposed model is the binary data which is sXOR’ed with the keys generated by rabbit algorithm. The input to the rabbit
algorit
hmqis random 64-bitainitialization vector (IV) and random 128-bit keydwhich generates randomdkeyuas output.
The output of the XOR will be the encrypted data.

Fig.2 Transmitter

Fig.3 Receiver
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At the receiver side as shown in Fig.3, the encrypted data will be the input which is XOR’ed with the keys
generated by the rabbit algorithm. The output will be the original data.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The input to the rabbit algorithm is the 128-bit key and 64-bit IV, which is combined to get the 128-bit pseudo
random key. Using those pseudo randomdgenerated keys the plain text (in our case it is 128-bit binary data), isfencrypted
to get the cipher text. Aftedrthat, the encrypted data isdxor’ed with rabbit generated keys to get the originalgdata.
The Fig.3 shows the simulationpresult for encryption and decryption the data using rabbit algorithm. The
simulation is done using modelsim6.4a simulator.
The 128-bit data considered is [00000000000000000000000001aaaabb]H
The 128-bit key generated using the rabbit algorithm is [b4ddc4269489285c1509eb952e2acb1d]H
The cipher text generated is [b4ddc4269489285c1509eb952f8061a6]H
The decrypted original data is [00000000000000000000000001aaaabb]H

Fig 3. Simulation result for encryption and decryption
The delay and power calculation is given below
Delay=5.939ns

Fig 4. Power consumption
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6. CONCLUSION
In this work a method is proposed to implement rabbit algorithm and can be used for encrypting the binary data.
The rabbit algorithm is implemented using Verilog and is simulated using Modelsim6.4a. The main advantage of using
rabbit algorithm as a stream cipher is fast, efficient and more secure algorithm more secure algorithm.
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